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PFS Parameters



PFS parameters
Taken from h:ps://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html

https://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html


PFS parameters
Taken from h:ps://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html

λ=0.38-1.26um, R=2300-5000

Mid-ResoluMon (R~5000) is designed for achieving GA science (observing stars and 
alpha-elements), while GE+CO would use mainly low-res. mode (Takada+14)

https://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html


PFS tools



PFS Exposure Time Calculator (ETC)

h:ps://github.com/Subaru-PFS/spt_ExposureTimeCalculator



PFS Spectral Simulator
h:ps://pfs-etc.naoj.hawaii.edu/etc/app
Web-based interface



PFS-GE (Greene et al. 2022)



SSP-GE sample in one slide

1. ConMnuum-selected galaxies at 0.7<z<2 (~270k sources) 
2. IGM tomography map with background galaxies at 2.1<z<3.5 (~31k sources) 
3. LBGs at z=3.5-7 (22k sources) and LAEs at z=2.2, 5.7, 6.6 (~15k sources) 
+ AGN (4.2k sources)



SSP-GE sample and selec/on cut

1. ConMnuum-selected galaxies at 0.7<z<2 (~270k sources) 
2. IGM tomography map with background galaxies at 2.1<z<3.5 (~31k sources) 
3. LBGs at z=3.5-7 (22k sources) and LAEs at z=2.2, 5.7, 6.6 (~15k sources) 
+ AGN (4.2k sources)

Total: ~350k galaxies



Galaxy target table

Minimum exposure: 2hr (Main-conMnuum selected) 
Maximum exposure: 12 hrs (Deep-conMnuum selected, faint back ground 
galaxies for IGM at z=2.5-3.5, faint LAE at z=5.7, 6.6)

Total: ~350k galaxies

Why z<2? 
to cover 4000A break 
=> crucial for  
stellar-mass, SFR



AGN Target table
For GE, 6k sources

Several selecMon criteria, basically with  
mulM-wavelength cross-matching (IR, X-ray, sub, radio) or variability



SN as a func/on of mag

Minimum exposure: 2hr (Main-conMnuum selected) 
Maximum exposure: 12 hrs (Deep-conMnuum selected, faint back ground 
galaxies for IGM at z=2.5-3.5, faint LAE at z=5.7, 6.6)

With 6 hrs, we can obtain spectra (SN>2/bin) of LBG down to iAB = 24 mag



Spectral Resolu/on and Numbers
No specific resoluMon in the main text, but figure tells R=3000-5000 
Matched with expected resoluMon by PFS

From h:ps://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html

Considering the Mid-ResoluMon mode is for GA science, primal choice for GE 
should be R~3000 in Red arm

https://pfs.ipmu.jp/research/parameters.html


Survey fields: COSMOS, XMM-LSS, DEEP2-3, and ELAIS-N1
Selected from the HSC Deep Field, 12.3 deg2 w/ NIR bands



Survey strategy
During SSP year1, ELAIS-N1 will be observed

What are the remaining priority?  
Specific survey strategy is not made public yet.



Available photometries

HSC grizy: (iAB ~ 28 mag at COSMOS and iAB ~ 26.5 mag at remaining 3 fields) 

HSC NBs: NB387, 816, 921 (+addiMonally NB387/527/718/973 at COSMOS)

CLAUDS u: uAB ~ 27 mag

UKIRT J+K: JAB ~ 23.5, KAB ~23.2 mag

Spitzer IRAC 3.6+4.5um: 23.7 and 23.3 mag each

u2k catalog combining all photometries (except NBs) above is under construcMon?

See Suzuki-san’s talk



PFS-CO (Takada et al. 2014)



SSP-CO sample in one slide

- HSC-Wide 1100 deg2 , 2 visits/FoV, 15min exp per visit. 
- [OII] emi:ers at red-arm => 0.6<z<2.4 
- ~150/z-bin(delta z=0.1)/deg2 => 150*18*1100~ 3 million sources



SSP-CO sample in one slide

- Depth (15min):  f[OII] = 5 × 10-17 erg/s/cm2 , SN>8 for [OII] (lower SN for conMnuum)



Sample selec/on: [OII] emider at 0.8<z<2.4

- g-r is blue (g-r < 0.3) & no break at g and r (No Balmer/4000AA break)


